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CIVIL SOCIETY 

When CSOs engage in advocacy processes, some steps in the chain of the policy improvement 

journey require close collaboration and synchronized actions from the very beginning: 

identification and analysis of the problems and the needs of the target groups involved, 

researching and generating evidence or refutation of the assumed problems, discussing issues 

and possible solutions with various stakeholders and decision makers, and finally developing 

policy recommendations and advocating with central or regional governments towards their 

implementation. For this to be effective, CSOs need to cooperate with grassroots organizations, 

think-tanks, research groups, and the media, as well as the government and legislators. This 

complicated process requires a cultural shift; from acting on assumptions into generating 

evidence-based and implementable policy recommendations. 

EPF’s flagship program in 2021 was the Swedish Government funded Civil Society Support that 

promoted human rights, good governance, and community development particularly through its 

grant-making scheme. Approximately 40 CSOs were funded, promoting reforms in various 

sectors of public life and governance. The “Disability Rights Agenda” NGO, in consultation with 

stakeholders, developed and submitted the National Comprehensive Program on the Social 

Inclusion of Persons with Disabilities for 2021-2026. This was reviewed and accepted by the 

Ministry of Social Affairs as an official action plan. The Dilijan community Council approved 

the Youth Cooperation Center of Dilijan NGO’s recommendation to create a consultative body 

adjunct to the municipality for coordinating urban development. The body will engage civil 

society and business representatives, experts, etc., to discuss Dilijan’s development in a 

participative way for the first time in history, and will exist permanently. The “Right and 

Freedom Center” NGO applied to the Court of Appeal with 31 cases and to the Court of 

Cassation with 25 cases, appealing the verdicts issued against persons subjected to criminal 

prosecution due to their political views after 2008. As of the end of 2021, five cases were 

vindicated, others were under further consideration. The hopes that existed after the 2018 April 

change of power that this will be done by the State did not materialize, but thanks to this work 

justice is being restored, at least partly. The “Mission Armenia” NGO helps the Department of 

Migration with digitalizing tens of thousands of the case files of the refugees from Azerbaijan, 

which is still working on the first wave of the cases from the 1988-1994 period. The “Birdlinks 

Armenia” NGO developed an exam course for hunters in Armenia and actively advocated for 

making the exam mandatory for them. An article entitled “Revision of Important Bird and 

Biodiversity Areas of Armenia” developed by “Birdlinks Armenia” was published in the peer-

reviewed International Journal of Zoology and Animal Biology. 

The USAID-funded Data for Accountable and Transparent Action Program (DATA) helped five 

Network Consortia (NC) including 19 organizations, to practically engage in policy generation in 

specific fields. The NCs comprised CSOs, research, media, grassroots organizations and think 

tanks. NCs developed policy recommendations for legislative improvements in the fields of labor 

rights, state procurement, mental health management, as well as for the local government (LG) 
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strategy improvements in the fields of communities’ social-environmental strategies, and 

measures for human security solutions’ integration in borderline communities. EPF and DATA 

partners developed a series of training modules, multimedia resources, instruments and texts to 

facilitate the projects, addressing effective policy change and dialogue with the State and 

stakeholders for targeted advocacy. The projects should result in policy recommendations and 

changes, as well as higher capacities of CSOs and their partners to translate societal problems 

into policies that address and resolve them. The results will be reported in 2022. 

EPF’s InfoTun network continued actively working at community level in several dimensions: 

participatory policy making at local level, active citizenship, community initiatives etc. One of 

the major achievements was the recommendations’ package developed by Martuni InfoTun and 

submitted to the Martuni municipality was partly included in the Community Development Five-

year plan. 

 

Human Rights and Justice Reform 

As a result of studies carried out through the provision of 16 small grants, fundamental problems 

in the field of justice reform were identified and solutions proposed. The problems concerned 

restrictions of access to justice, obstacles related to the maintenance of reasonable time 

requirements for court hearings, shortcomings in the implementation of the European Court of 

Human Rights judgments, overload of the courts, gaps in the human rights section of the 

Armenian Constitution, etc. EPF and its partners worked with decision makers to provide 

reasonable and timely solutions to these issues and produced some successes. The program 

contributed to the involvement of civil society in the ongoing processes of justice reforms, and 

also played a significant role in raising the problems and shortcomings in this sphere. Three 

hundred and forty young people, journalists, and civil society representatives from across the 

whole of Armenia participated in trainings on court monitoring, and the interested participants 

observed court sessions in the 10 regions of Armenia. 

In cooperation with the Ministry of Justice, EPF created a concept paper and a legislative 

package in order to establish an Arbitration Center in Armenia. The package has been approved 

by the Ministry and serves as the basis for the ongoing legislative amendments. As a result of a 

sub-grant project, the “Your Defender” law firm achieved the inclusion of important 

modifications in the Penitentiary Code., e.g. amends were adopted to grant the right to the 

convict to reinstate the appeal period if missed for a good cause, which ensures protection of the 

right to effective remedy. The “Law Development and Protection Foundation” carried out an in-

depth analysis of the execution of ECHR judgments, and a number of recommendations 

contained in this research were accepted by the Government of Armenia. 
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Democratic Governance 

As a part of the USAID-funded Civic Engagement in Local Governance (CELoG) project (lead 

partner Community Finance Officers Association - CFOA), EPF developed a Municipal 

Capacity Enhancement Tool (MCET). This is a unique tool that assesses the capacity of 

municipalities and provides recommendations on how to effectively identify community needs 

and priorities, define strategies for further development and involve community actors and 

stakeholders in these processes in a participatory manner. The MCET evaluates the LG 

capacities in three dimensions: 1) Policies and Procedures, 2) Human Resources and Structure, 

and 3) Management of daily routine. The assessment report serves as a basis for boosting the 

community development agenda based on identified priorities. The EPF team successfully 

conducted several assessments using the tool. EPF and CFOA also pioneered the use of local 

referenda in two communities, and achieved the inclusion of a budget line of grants for NGOs in 

one consolidated local community’s budget. Next steps require EPF training the LG on proper 

and fair grant-making procedures. 

Cross-border 

EPF’s experience in cross-border and peacebuilding work spans more than two decades and 

includes larger-scale peacebuilding and conflict transformation initiatives between Armenia and 

Turkey and between Armenians and Azerbaijanis. The 2nd Karabakh war demonstrated, on one 

hand, the insufficiency of these and similar efforts given the absence of will of the governments 

involved to cooperate; and on the other hand, the war also emphasized the importance of 

focusing on the conflict, increasing conflict sensitivity in the relevant communities, and breaking 

stereotypes. EPF’s programs adjusted to the new reality and included several components related 

to addressing the crisis situation. 

Under its EU-funded ATNP-3 program, EPF and its partners in Armenia and Turkey continued 

collaborative work throughout 2021, which resulted in a fruitful collaboration between municipal 

and semi-governmental libraries, a performance of a play “Gomidas” by a Turkish theater in 

Yerevan, as well as in solid local and international participation in EPF’s “Think Future” Event, 

which was devoted to the discussion on the possibilities for actions that can contribute to 

resolving the issues between the two states. 

One among many important results of the ATNP program in 2021 was the publishing and 

presentation of the Armenian translation of the book “Armenian within us” written by 35 

distinguished contemporary Turkish writers in commemoration of the centennial of the 

Armenian Genocide and in memory of Hrant Dink. The original was published in Turkey in 

2015 by a writer and literary translator Yegit Bener, while the translation was initiated by PEN 
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Armenia’s Armen Ohanyan and the Antares printing house. The book is of particular value as it 

shows that Turkey is not homogeneous, and there are people who think differently.   

In the context of the EU-funded “PeaCE/Crisis Response” program, EPF supported 19 projects 

by Armenia- and NK- based civil society actors in 2021. The projects addressed the 

consequences of the trauma of the war as well as the pandemic. An unprecedented number of 11 

projects were implemented by NK-based civil society organizations, many of which were 

formally registered after the war, thereby strengthening the civil society sector in NK and 

creating conditions for successfully addressing the consequences of the war on one hand, and for 

making NK into a more viable entity which increases its agency, on the other. This will allow for 

the NK population to be more capable of addressing their issues of concern if and when peace 

talks proceed. Also, throughout this time EPF continued organizational capacity building and the 

provision of critical thinking skills to its beneficiaries in Armenia and NK. 
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For many years, Eurasia Partnership Foundation (EPF), with the support of its donors, and in 

collaboration with a variety of partners and networks, has been engaged in advocacy work, 

aimed at influencing the policies of the Armenian government in the areas related to human 

rights and freedoms. This work has been based on thorough analysis and planning, as well as 

creative advocacy and flexibility. Apart from a thorough study of the need and developing 

evidence-based recommendations, a serious advocacy impact requires also communication skills 

to constructively engage with decision-makers, alongside a long-term perspective. It is thanks to 

this perspective (which its donors have given it over the years) that EPF is able to claim 

important results. Since acquiring significant locally-tailored advocacy experience, recently EPF 

has also been empowered to support and motivate its sub-grantees to use the same approach in 

their work; thereby expanding the culture of successful policy advocacy in Armenia. Below are 

examples of some of the notable advocacy processes that EPF and the civil society of Armenia 

have undertaken. 

Removing discriminatory provisions and making amendments to the 

draft Law on Equality, 2015-2021 

The ban on discrimination is stipulated by the Constitution of the Republic of Armenia as well as 

a number of legislative acts; such as the Labor Code, Law on Education, Criminal Code, etc. 

However, there is no law defining the notion of discrimination; types of discrimination and 

protected grounds, hence the right of an individual to be free from discrimination is not yet 

secured in practice. Existing legislative acts do not provide effective means for legal defense, nor 

do they provide mechanisms for effective protection against discrimination. In 2015, EPF 

conducted legal research entitled Is it expedient to adopt a separate non-discrimination law? 

which highlighted the need for adopting a stand-alone anti-discrimination law in Armenia. Based 

on this research, an agreement was reached with the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) to draft a new 

non-discrimination law. The adoption of comprehensive stand-alone anti-discrimination 

legislation has been prescribed as one of the specific conditions under the EU Direct Budget 

Support Agreement with Armenia. The Law on Equality combating discrimination was drafted 

by two independent experts and two representatives of the MoJ. Problematically enough, Article 

6 of the draft law gave special status to the Armenian Apostolic Church. EPF and its partners’ 

advocacy efforts resulted in the removal of the interpretative clause of the draft law which risked 

leading to restricted protection for certain minority groups, including women and LGBT persons. 

Since then, EPF has submitted several packages of recommendations primarily referring to 

definitions used in the draft law, including the concept of the burden of proof, limited protected 

grounds, an independent Equality Body, etc. While the Law is not yet adopted, advocacy efforts 

for improving the draft are ongoing. 

EPF’S INFLUENCE ON ARMENIAN LEGISLATION  

(2017-2022) 
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The withdrawal of a discriminatory draft Law on Freedom of 

Conscience and Religious Organizations (2017) 

The area of freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief is currently regulated by the Law 

on Freedom of Conscience and Religious Organizations adopted by the Supreme Council of the 

Republic of Armenia in 1991. This Law has a number of deficiencies, contains numerous 

contradictions, and fails to comply with Armenia’s international obligations. On June 1, 2017, 

the MoJ developed and circulated the draft Law on Making Amendments to the Law of the 

Republic of Armenia on the Freedom of Conscience and on Religious Organizations. The draft, 

however, included disappointing content suggesting a number of restrictive and discriminatory 

provisions. The draft suffered from unclear wording on several occasions, and showed a lack of 

understanding of human rights, the universe of religion, and the context of religious life. EPF 

approached the OSCE/ODIHR Senior Adviser on Freedom of Religion or Belief, who suggested 

that the Ombudsman of Armenia should officially apply to OSCE/ODIHR with a request to 

provide a review of the draft. Thanks to timely advocacy measures, the issue became widely 

known to local and international stakeholders, and a possible risk of passing the Law with no 

public discussions was prevented. The legal opinion of OSCE/ODIHR was delivered on October 

16, 2017. As an outcome of the campaign, the draft Law was withdrawn from consideration. 

The compulsory school subject History of the Armenian Apostolic 

Church has been opted out as a result of a new government decision 

(2020) 

According to the Armenian Constitution, everyone shall have the right to education, and 

pursuant to the Law on Education, all schools in Armenia should be secular. However, a course 

called The History of the Armenian Church has been imposed on all children from primary 

school age. This course presents exclusively the history of the Armenian Apostolic Church 

(AAC). The course is approved by representatives of the clergy of AAC. AAC enjoys the right to 

participate in the development of the program and textbooks for the course, as well as to 

nominate and evaluate teachers. In practice, the entire teaching process of this course has been 

controlled by the Church. No alternatives were offered to students of other religious groups or 

atheists. Such children were also not allowed to skip these classes, they were required to perform 

religious rites in class or - as reported in the case of the Yezidi children in some schools - to stay 

in school corridors while others prayed in the classroom. Over the years, EPF and partners 

collected evidence that some teachers of this course displayed a negative attitude towards 

children from religious minorities. Throughout the years, EPF advocated to revise the teaching of 

The History of the Armenian Church compulsory school subject and to ensure that it is in line 

with the secular spirit of the Law on Education of Armenia. In 2020, Armenia’s Ministry of 

Education circulated a draft regulation on New Standards for General Education, a public 

education system reform plan. According to the new standards, The History of the Armenian 

Church is incorporated into Armenian History and a new subject called Me and My Homeland. 

Based on these new standards, the subject will be taught in the fifth and sixth years of school. 
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The two new courses will cover Armenian history, culture, religion, geography, and more. 

Church history will be taught as a part of history classes in the seventh and eighth years of 

school. 

Removing employment restrictions for religious minorities in the Laws on 

Rescue Service, Penitentiary Service, Compulsory Enforcement Service 

and the Law on Public Service of the Republic of Armenia (2020) 

The Constitution of Armenia states that everyone has a right to freedom of thought, conscience, 

and religion, and only allows restrictions on this right in order to protect state security, public 

order, health and morals, and/or the fundamental rights and freedoms of others. Also according 

to the Constitution, religious organizations enjoy legal equality and are vested with autonomy. 

Contrary to these rights and principles, the legislation still contains restrictions on the rights of 

religious minorities. Several laws restrict employment rights of members of religious minority 

groups. Using national and international platforms; such as the UN Universal Periodic Review, 

EU-Armenia Human Rights Dialogue, Human Rights Action Plan discussions, and direct 

communication with the Ministry of Justice, EPF advocated for the removal of the restrictions 

against followers of a religious organization (these restrictions do not apply to members of the 

Armenian Apostolic Church). As a result of EPF’s recommendations as well as joint actions with 

partners, advocacy work, and consistency in focusing on freedom of religious belief issues, 

several laws containing discriminatory clauses - which were affecting employment rights of 

members of religious organizations - have been reworded. With the new wording, the Laws on 

Rescue Service, Penitentiary Service, Compulsory Enforcement Service, and on Public Service 

no longer prohibit the employment of members of religious organizations. This is a significant 

achievement in the fight against institutional discrimination in Armenia. Restrictions are still 

intact in the Laws on Service in the National Security Bodies and on Service in Police. However, 

on February 18, 2020, the Constitutional Court declared the religious ban for police officers 

unlawful and unconstitutional. EPF will be following the situation. 

Recommendations to the Law on Higher Education and Science were 

accepted to empower Student Councils, as well as to allow a non-limited 

number of such bodies to be established at Higher Education Institutions 

(2021) 

Intending to reform the management of education and science, in 2021 the Government 

presented the new draft Law on Higher Education and Science. EPF with the Restart student 

initiative prepared observations and recommendations to the draft. Their recommendations were 

discussed with several MPs, and were included in the draft prior to the second hearing at the 

National Assembly. The EPF/Restart amendments proposed to empower the Student Councils, 

and to allow an unlimited number of them to be established at Higher Educational Institutions. 

The Law on Higher Education and Science has been passed including these recommendations. 
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Mandatory mediation process for family-related disputes, development of 

referral procedures, and other related recommendations have been 

included in the draft amendments to the Law on Mediation (2021) 

In 2020 EPF conducted a study on arbitration and mediation, revealing the loopholes in 

legislation and practice of these activities. The expert team developed a number of 

recommendations aimed at improving the application of alternative dispute resolution 

mechanisms. The study was presented to the decision-makers and, in discussions with the MoJ, 

some of its recommendations were included in the draft package of amendments to the Law on 

Mediation. Recommendations proposed by EPF and accepted included; the requirement of 

compulsory mediation in selected domestic disputes prior to application to the courts, selection 

of a mediator via electronic system by a judge, and giving honorarium to the mediator in all 

cases.  

Recommendations to the Law on Commercial Arbitration (2022) 

In 2022, the draft law on amendments to the Law on Commercial Arbitration was circulated for 

public discussion. The draft law includes recommendations proposed by EPF, particularly to 

discuss a number of issues related to arbitration (such as releasing a judicial act enforcement 

decision and annulling the arbitration award) in one hearing, which will make the process more 

efficient.  

Please contact us at info-epf@epfound.am for more information. 

mailto:info-epf@epfound.am
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EPF is an organization of equal opportunities, and it pays special attention to gender equality and 

justice. 

EPF's approach to gender issues is hinged on its approach to other social issue areas. EPF defines 

critical thinking as the ability to observe the distribution of power relations in the act of 

communication, that is, to analyze what goal the communicator is pursuing and what he/she 

wants to impel the perceiver to do. 

In the same way, EPF views the whole sphere of public life as a diverse, balanced or unbalanced 

sphere of power relations. Cases of unbalanced power relations are often manifestations of some 

type of violence from one actor of society (individual, organization, limited or long-term 

institution, etc.) against another actor or actors. Balanced power relations are not merely those in 

which the cooperating actors equally share the “power”, according to their own understanding, 

but also if, from the point of view of a third party, there is no exploitation in these relations, i.e. 

where the “agreement” of one of the actors with the given position, is not because of public or 

social (institutional) pressure and therefore is not a manifestation of structural violence in the 

course of life. In other words, if the cooperating actors have equal chances using the 

opportunities provided by society, and their freedom of choice has not been restricted either 

consciously or “unconsciously”. 

This approach not only allows one to “correct” the imbalances that currently exist in public 

relations (for example, giving people equal opportunities, regardless of gender or other 

characteristics), but also to profoundly re-evaluate the history of the past in order to properly 

formulate and implement current reforms. For example, the assumption that there are supposedly 

specific “occupations” of men and women is based on the distribution of power in past social 

relations, simply put, on the “map” of structural violence inherited from the past. In the past, 

there were “few” women writers, not because literary artistry was or is more “specific” to men 

than women, but because the socio-economic situation of societies did not allow women to find 

“time” (spare resources), to specialize in that occupation and receive public encouragement for 

doing that. 

In the same way, political activity is not an area based on violence and coercion and “therefore” 

a “masculine” behavior par excellance: simply social division of duties did not allow women to 

be as active in that activity as men due to structural violence. As a result, this activity began to be 

considered “rough”, “immoral”, “offensive”, etc.: traits that are also formulated as indications of 

“masculinity”. Today’s participants of politics in Scandinavian countries or the peaceful political 

movement in Belarus are examples of a policy in which women are equal, and where it is not 

necessary to have the above mentioned characteristics to participate in politics. 

The same also applies to other gender stereotypes and prejudices. For example, the case of 

embarrassing men for engaging in allegedly “feminine” work (childcare or doing the laundry), 
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and depriving them of the opportunity to participate in such work through the combined means 

of public reproach and the structure of socio-economic relations, also falls in the same category. 

EPF, obviously, does not disregard sexual difference between women and men and the social 

differences that result from it. But in all the above cases the social situations are not directly 

dependent on biological differences. If in the past people simply did not think about these issues 

due to economic hardship, in the present day there is simply no need to continue these practices 

anymore. Humans have already proved historically that they can and should “artificially” build 

their society and the future, regardless of their biological characteristics. For example, through 

the creation of artificial technologies humans can soar in the air, although they do not have 

wings. 

Patterns of structural violence, as one can see, have given specific genders an advantage in 

engaging in a given activity, created obstacles to attempts of changing this situation and have 

predetermined the ethical-valued “coloring” of certain activities, for example: men should 

engage in politics and/or war because those are “not a women’s job”.  

It is this socio-structural imbalance and the value mindset that EPF challenges in its work. 

Addressing this issue brings a new perspective on history, according to which, for example, it is 

not simply that there were more male writers than there were female writers, but also that the 

unjust distribution of power and the social “trajectories” of structural exploitation have deprived 

us of the creations of female writers and of the ability of the entire literature to be completely 

different. Because if in the past female writers were the same in number (or more) as male 

writers, their work would have changed humanity's attitudes, influenced by fiction; moreover, 

influenced by the work of their fellow female writers, male writers would also have changed 

their styles and other features of their professional output. 

This approach goes even deeper because, according to a saying attributed to Antoine de Saint-

Exupéry, Nazism destroyed thousands of Mozarts, that is, not only were there few female writers 

in the past centuries because of unjust socio-economic systems, but all genders, including a large 

number of male creative people, were not able to bring their talents to fruition because of socio-

economic and political difficulties (first and foremost, a culture of widespread violence). Thus 

the phenomenon called “structural violence” determined the type of civilization we live in, 

including the behavioral culture of today's societies and the trajectories (“path dependency”) of 

the political economy of today. Thus, addressing the gender issues, among alia, is, by nature, 

political and goes to the heart of the issues of fairness and human dignity as prerequisites for the 

development of the global human civilization. 

And so today we must not only fight for gender equality, but also work on re-evaluation of what 

humanity and history would have been like if gender inequality had not been there, and if power 

imbalances had not so deeply distorted the face of human history. And it is from the point of 

view of that re-evaluation that gender inequality is unjustified today. That re-evaluation requires 

not just upholding equality today, but “positive discrimination.” 
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A question arises: imagine that in one case there are a hundred male writers, and fifty male and 

fifty female writers in another case. Isn’t the variety of their outputs sufficient in both cases? In 

other words, is it not discriminatory to consider that one of the genders is so important that the 

absence of its voice has impoverished humanity’s merits in the fields of beauty, production, 

development, and humanization? Naturally, the answer is no. Fifty male and fifty female writers, 

as well as the equal presence of all possible genders in any group, enabling people to express 

their views from different gender “angles”, enriches diversity and hence also the merits and well-

being of humanity. In the absence of diversity, truth suffers, as it is only accessible by gaining 

insight through the combination of multiple approaches. 

And the many instances of encroachment on the truth that we are witnessing today in the digital 

age, in the conditions of the internet “post-truth” “pandemic”, are also proof that defending the 

truth is difficult because there have been so many approaches that are missed in today's human 

“voice library,” including class, racial, ethnic, cultural, gender, geographical, religious, linguistic 

and other varieties. 

The time has come to restore the pluralism of humanity in all possible spheres. This will only 

help to establish the truth, and it is the best way to defend against encroachments on the truth. 

There is one more "criticism" of gender equality policy. Its essence is that, since humanity is 

built on the notion of man as the dominant gender (patriarchy), women's active entry into the 

public sphere only strengthens its power-unjust, hierarchical, violence-based structures, since the 

structure, being perpetual, dictates the actor's behavior. Thus, female judges or teachers in 

Armenia have not changed the corrupt, ineffective nature of these institutions, and there are 

many women in the public sphere who express aggressive ideas and values. 

It should be understood here that EPF does not consider, and there is no reason to believe, that 

women, as mothers, sisters, wives, bear more “humane” or “gentle” values than men. Equalizing 

the rights of females and other genders with that of males, the formation of pluralism, and 

freedom from discrimination will simply enrich the plethora of common approaches. The 

question is not what values “women in general” hold; the issue is that for centuries half of 

society has been deprived of power for public presence and equal participation in public 

activities. It is clear that lifting this ban will enrich society. The struggle for gender equality has 

been going on for a long time and is still going on. The appearance of “male nurses” alongside 

the  “female nurses” was at the time a small revolution. Imagine how many new concepts and 

their corresponding phenomena would have developed if there had been no gender or other types 

of discrimination in societies. Sometimes it is helpful to look at humanity in such a different 

way (Lyotard’s The Differend fits here too). For example, instead of rigid hierarchical systems, 

teamwork might have been more advanced. Instead of the concept of “leader”, the concept of 

“facilitator” might have been more widespread; leadership and power might have been defined 

not as a rigid hierarchy based on the threat of violence, a top-down pyramidal system, but as 

responsibility, a bottom-up pyramid; the institution of the “Ministry of Development” might 

have been established in many countries sooner than it was; instead of corrupt judges, civil 

mediators – reputable people, whom parties address voluntarily to settle disputes amicably 

outside of the judiciary, could have played a much bigger role. There might be many social roles 

in the world which have not yet appeared or have already unjustifiably faded, and maybe many 
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roles which exist wouldn’t have existed – for example, the roles of “thief-in-law” or “kyartu”. 

Let's think about what these new social roles, professions, social subjectivities should be as we 

are still going through the process of institutionalizing gender equality. 

Let us end with a well-known story about the first female member of the US Supreme Court: the 

late Ruth Ginsburg. 

“How many women do you think should be in the nine-member Supreme Court to be fair?” She 

was once asked. 

“Nine,” she replied, which aroused much surprise. 

“There have been nine men for centuries, but that did not come as a surprise,” Ruth said. 
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About EPF 

EPF’s guiding vision is of a South Caucasus that is peaceful, conflict-free and cooperative with 

civically engaged citizens, socially responsible businesses, and sustainable, accountable and 

effective third sector organizations. Because our operating landscape is one of political unrest, 

military confrontation, economic crisis and limited regional cooperation, we must harness the 

potential of community activism and local philanthropy to make a contribution to peace- and 

confidence-building. 

EPF’s mission is to empower people to effect change for social justice and economic prosperity 

through hands-on programs, helping them to improve their communities and their own lives. 

EPF has accumulated 25 years of experience in program implementation, grant making, and 

cooperation with Armenian civil society. EPF has shaped a unique portfolio of services to 

position itself as a ‘think and do’ tank with expertise lying in the nexus of project design and 

management, network building and consortium management, civil society capacity building, 

policy research and advocacy, alternative content development, critical thinking and peace 

building. EPF’s values and principles include focus on human rights, gender, minorities and 

anti-corruption; cross-fertilization of programs; the slogan ‘organizational development is fun 

and creative’; capitalizing on the opportunities; innovation and creativity; long-term focus for 

achieving sustainable impact; teaching via practice; and the motto ‘apply your preaching to 

yourself.’ 

EPF’s capacities  

Forming and managing consortia (partnerships) 

EPF has a valuable experience establishing, leading and/or training multi-partner consortia for 

large-scale programs funded by major donors, such as USAID, EU, Sida. EPF can help with 

developing a pre-teaming agreement and/or memorandum of understanding that includes 

consortium guidelines, work principles, ethical rules, etc. directed towards strategic 

implementation of a joint program. EPF can assume the function of a consortium manager and/or 

build the capacity of the lead organization in the above-mentioned areas. 

Donor-funded large scale program management 

Experienced in managing USAID- and EU-funded programs, EPF can help with (a) building 

annual work plans and management documents, such as ME, report formats, grant management 

systems and procedures, grant announcement, justification memoranda, grant agreements, 

service contracts, as well as (b) programmatic and financial management of programs and sub-

grants, including donor visibility and communication guidelines. 

 

Eurasia Partnership Foundation (EPF)  

Capacity Statement 
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Grant-making 

One of the major tools that EPF has used over the years to provide support to CSOs is grant-

making. EPF has a comprehensive approach to - and extensive experience in - grant making, and 

includes grant-making in most of its projects and work directions. In addition to grants selection, 

distribution, evaluation, and oversight, EPF builds the institutional capacity and internal controls 

of its sub-grantees. Prior to grant implementation, EPF staff work jointly (co-creation) with 

grantees on project design, implementation schedules, evaluation processes, and risk mitigation. 

Afterward, EPF program officers guide and coach partners further through the grants 

implementation process. EPF accompanies the implementation of its sub-grantee projects to 

enhance their quality, and at the same time, EPF maintains the line of not intervening in the 

creativity of the grant recipients. EPF calls it the accompaniment of the grantees. EPF employs a 

unique proprietary grants management system, which allows for strict fiscal oversight of grant 

recipients. EPF’s accounting practices comply with the highest international standards. In its 

grant-making, EPF adheres to the human rights-based approach, trying to promote inclusion and 

participation at all levels. Thanks to its well-established procedures and experience, EPF has 

earned a reputation throughout the South Caucasus for administering efficient, results-oriented 

grants. 

Over 25 years of its operation, EPF and its predecessor, the Representative Office of the Eurasia 

Foundation have allocated around $30 million in grants in Armenia. The majority of this money 

came from USAID; a number of other donors also entrusted EPF with grants and program 

management. The list of donors includes SIDA, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom 

of the Netherlands, United Kingdom, the EU, and others. In 2008-2019, EPF awarded around 

400 grants totaling $8.5 million. 

One reason that donors entrust their grants management to EPF is that the EPF has earned a 

strong reputation as a neutral actor in a field where polarized issues tend to pull stakeholders 

apart. EPF is recognized by state and non-state actors as an honest facilitator in dialogue 

mechanics. This reputation allows EPF to bring various stakeholders together, ultimately having 

a greater impact, and to conduct work without the risk of conflict of interest. The rigorous grants 

selection process and management systems are critical to this perceived neutrality. 

Usually, EPF provides grants for civil society development, local governance, human rights, 

anti-corruption, conflict transformation, media development, and youth. EPF’s grants program 

has proven to be an effective means to spur innovation; and to support new and experimental 

pilot projects, or projects whose need is time-sensitive. This approach helps EPF stay in touch 

with the needs on the ground, and helps small, grass-roots organizations to address the salient 

needs of their communities which are often ignored by larger donors. 

EPF provides various types of grants: open door grants based on open competition procedures; 

targeted (thematic) grants; invited grants; and grants to individuals and unregistered groups. EPF 

has procedures for allocation of grants to organizations, individuals and groups (consortia), non-

profits and, in some cases (such as the media) for-profits, based in Armenia or elsewhere. 

Policy advocacy and influence on legislation 

For many years, EPF, with the support of its donors, and in collaboration with a variety of 

partners and networks, has been engaged in advocacy work, aimed at influencing the policies of 

the Armenian government in the areas related to human rights and freedoms. This work has been 
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based on thorough analysis and planning, as well as creative advocacy and flexibility. Apart from 

a thorough study of the need and developing evidence-based recommendations, a serious 

advocacy impact requires also communication skills to constructively engage with decision-

makers, alongside a long-term perspective. It is thanks to this perspective (which its donors have 

given it over the years) that EPF is able to claim important results. Since acquiring significant 

locally-tailored advocacy experience, recently EPF has also been empowered to support and 

motivate its sub-grantees to use the same approach in their work; thereby expanding the culture 

of successful policy advocacy in Armenia. Below are the examples of some of the notable 

advocacy processes that EPF and the civil society of Armenia have recently undertaken:  

 Removing discriminatory provisions and making amendments to the draft Law on 

Equality, 2015-2021;  

 Withdrawal of a discriminatory draft Law on Freedom of Conscience and Religious 

Organizations (2017);  

 The compulsory school subject History of the Armenian Apostolic Church has been 

opted out as a result of a new government decision (2020);  

 Removing employment restrictions for religious minorities in the Laws on Rescue 

Service, Penitentiary Service, Compulsory Enforcement Service and the Law on Public 

Service of the Republic of Armenia (2020);  

 Recommendations to the Law on Commercial Arbitration (2022);  

 Mandatory mediation process for family-related disputes, development of referral 

procedures, and other related recommendations have been included in the draft 

amendments to the Law on Mediation (2021);  

 Recommendations to the Law on Higher Education and Science were accepted to 

empower Student Councils, as well as to allow a non-limited number of such bodies to be 

established at Higher Education Institutions (2021); etc. 

EPF has built strong constituencies who engage in policy advocacy, including the religious 

communities’ network - a unique one in Armenia, the anti-discrimination legislation network, 

and the judicial reform network. EPF is also engaged in public councils adjacent to the Police, 

Ministry of Justice, working group of the Council of Women’s Affairs with the Ministry of 

Labor and Social Affairs, working group on Combating Hate Speech established by the Standing 

Committee on Human Rights Protection and Public Affairs of the National Assembly. In this and 

other work with government, EPF advises the government agencies on how to make these 

councils more productive and effective. EPF also has a special consultative status with the 

United Nations ECOSOC. 

Through its Data for Accountable and Transparent Action program co-created with USAID, EPF 

has developed tools, media products and methods for Policy engagement of CSOs, has built the 

capacities of CSOs to implement policy research and recommend improvements in the areas of 

Mental Health, Labor Rights, State Procurement, Human Security and Social-Environmental LG 

strategies. 

EPF’s proprietary methodology of coalition-led advocacy includes facilitation of the engagement 

of multiple organizations with specific skill sets: grass-roots, academia, think tanks, 

media/communication entities, businesses, etc.; enhancing their skills through training and 

project implementation  accompaniment based on their functions and needs; facilitating the 

policy engagement work based on evidence-based research and policy paper development; and 

https://www.ombuds.am/am/site/ViewNews/1798
https://www.epfarmenia.am/subproject/DATA-Networking-for-Policy-Improvement-Grants
http://boon.am/category/series/simply-put/
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building the capacity of CSOs to network, communicate and advocate policy recommendations 

to stakeholders. 

Networks, contacts and high quality research 

EPF has developed a proprietary database with more than 10,000 contacts of Armenia-based and 

international CSOs, experts, development consultancies, researchers, think tanks, and policy-

makers with whom it has worked in recent years. This set of active contacts and contact-

management methodology allow EPF to find needed high quality experts or potential partners, 

both locally and internationally, relatively easily.  

EPF pays special attention to collecting evidence for its policy advocacy work. EPF is 

specialized in both commissioning out and implementing qualitative research of highest quality. 

EPF has special quality assurance procedures to deliver credible and useful research results. 

EPF’s papers influence public policy, become recommendations included in draft laws and 

influence Armenia’s international obligations. The recent research topics include: the problem of 

early marriages and access to education of Yezidi children; CSO capacity assessment for 

working on migration issues; Armenia’s implementation of concluding observations on the 

Rights of the Child; on the Rights of Women; and Social and Economic and Cultural Rights; 

COVID-19-related vulnerabilities among migrants in Armenia; human security issues; study on 

the implementation status of the revised European Social Charter by Armenia; successful 

business responses to the crises (COVID-19 and the 2020 war); gaps in state-level medical 

services for people with disabilities; current needs of CSOs, the population’s and state 

employee’s perceptions of civil society; reflections of the war participants; etc.  

Institutional strengthening of implementing partners  

EPF supports civil society organizations (CSOs), initiative groups and individuals engaged in 

them seeking to strengthen their competencies, build organizational sustainability and set new 

standards for organizational excellence. EPF strives to continuously improve the services it 

provides to organizations and individuals, and incorporates new practices and innovation in the 

process of consultancy. EPF strengthens the capacities of CSOs in management and governance, 

strategy development, organizational accountability and transparency, policies and procedures, 

planning financial sustainability of the organization, budgeting, fundraising, financial 

management, grant management, human resource management, program design and 

management, financial planning, funding application development and submission, consortium 

management, proposal writing, communication and public relations (external communication, 

public relations materials, electronic tools, etc.). 

The InfoTun Network 

In 2011, within the framework of the USAID-supported “Alternative Resources in Media” 

project, EPF, in cooperation with the members of a consortium led by Media Initiatives Center, 

established a network of regional information hubs (InfoTuns) to promote internet and media 

literacy in the regions of Armenia. One of the main features of the InfoTun model, which 

ensured its sustainability and effectiveness over time, was the establishment of these hubs 

adjunct to the existing strong local CSOs. Throughout the 10 years of its operation, the InfoTun 

Network that currently covers every region of Armenia (there are 10 InfoTuns, one in each of the 

regions) has organized and hosted more than one thousand events. The work with the InfoTun 

https://epfarmenia.am/project/alternative-resources-in-media-program
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Network allows EPF essentially to cover the entirety of Armenia with any activity that requires 

full country coverage. If a project has a significant success worth replicating, it can be replicated 

and adopted by other InfoTuns. InfoTuns are recognized hubs of local expertise, extensively 

used by local and international development actors which need access to the regions of Armenia.  

The InfoTun Network has developed and applied various tools and methods to organize and 

promote non-formal education, public participation, community mobilization, monitoring and 

evaluation of reforms and institutions, as well as research and analyze policies at the central and 

local levels. The past decade of the InfoTun Network operation illustrates that InfoTuns are 

equally effective as individual hubs acting at the regional or community level and as a network 

of local actors with unified methodologies and approaches that are based on universal values, 

such as respect to human rights, promotion of democracy, intolerance towards corruption and 

violence, as well as on extending the understanding of the public good and the rights of an 

individual in its context. Since 2020, EPF has been implementing its Civil Society Support 

project funded by Sida. This project signified a new phase for the InfoTun Network development 

with coverage of new sectors and topics, such as anti-plagiarism, conflict of interest, urban 

development, anti-discrimination and others. There are many significant outcomes and 

achievements that EPF will capitalize on with the InfoTun Network to boost progress and 

development in the localities of Armenia in the spheres of social protection, human rights, anti-

corruption, civic education, community development, participatory democracy and civic 

journalism. 

Communication and outreach training 

Under CSO DePo program (2014-2019), EPF has provided training on external communication 

to 320 organizations, and advised on their internet presence. EPF created and maintains the DePo 

Portal where CSOs display their profile, learn CSO news, see opportunities, and connect with 

each other. Since its inception in 2015, it has an average of 4,000 monthly visitors. EPF also 

provided CSOs with media literacy skills to orientate in information and avoid fake-news (see 

above the information on the work of InfoTuns and below - on Jam Sessions). EPF also worked 

on improving society-CSO communication via engaging media as intermediaries, to make the 

CSO work more understandable to the media and therefore to the public. In 2014-2021, 23 

instances of media-CSO cooperation took place, and 120 films and other media stories were 

produced about CSO work. EPF also works as an intermediary-facilitator of CSO-government 

and CSO-business dialogues, supporting CSO efforts to reach the government and businesses. 

EPF also recently developed the communication strategy of the Constitutional Court of Armenia 

to increase its outreach and public trust. 

Tools and methodology development  

To ensure the sustainability of projects and activities, EPF develops tools and methods that can 

be applied by beneficiaries continuously. Examples include an advocacy tool for designing and 

implementing advocacy activities; the Capacity Enhancement Tool (CET) for CSO institutional 

capacity assessment and improvement; and the Systemic Thought Activity (MSTA) for effective 

organization of collective thought and identification of out of the box solutions to complex 

issues. The Municipal Capacity Enhancement Tool (MCET) to improve the functioning of the 

Local Government is another proprietary instrument developed by EPF and successfully piloted 

in some consolidating communities; this tool allows for the planners to see the gaps in their LG 

capacities and plan actions to fill these gaps. EPF adjusted the Positive Youth Development 

https://epfarmenia.am/project/Civil-Society-Support-for-Ensuring-Impact-on-Reforms
http://www.hkdepo.am/
http://www.hkdepo.am/
https://epfarmenia.am/services/consultancy/capacity-enhancement-tool
https://epfarmenia.am/document/MSTA-Creative-Game
https://epfarmenia.am/project/Municipal-Capacity-Enhancement-Tool-Eng
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(PYD) methodology to Armenia’s realities (including the translation of Youth Programs 

Assessment Toolkit (YPAT) – a tool that helps organizations measure the implementation of 

youth programs’ effectiveness and identify areas that need strengthening or further development) 

for developing meaningful youth engagement and self-actualization. A Problem Identification 

Checklist helps CSOs research and validate the reform subject. A recent addition to this set of 

tools is The gender mainstreaming in the policy processes tool for facilitators.  

Formal education  

While a lion’s share of EPF’s entire work can be characterized as non-formal education, based 

on EPF’s methodology (see the link to EPF’s Education and Learning strategic document), EPF 

has also worked on formal education, e.g. supported the piloting of nonprofit management course 

with AUA. Through its current Student Democracy Now program, funded by the EU, EPF 

promotes the establishment of various types of student unions ensuring involvement of students 

of various social backgrounds to educate them on students’ rights protection. EPF also developed 

the methodology for the National Assembly Education Center. EPF can further work with 

schools and HEIs to support the mainstreaming of social inclusion and other priorities of the Call 

in their programs, as a way to ensure the sustainability of the outputs. This is particularly 

important given the Armenian governments’ priority of reforming the educational system and 

making it competence-oriented; civic competences in this new system play a key role. 

Mardamej social innovation camps 

EPF has developed a specific proprietary format aimed at boosting the creativity of young people 

in Armenia while addressing the issues of public interest or concern. The Mardamej Social 

Innovation Camp (Mardamej) is a format designed specifically to promote the development and 

implementation of innovative projects with social impact tailored to the needs of the regions of 

Armenia. It was first held in 2014, and it has been organized every year since; with 650 young 

people participating in total from all regions of Armenia. At Mardamej, young people learn to be 

creative, cooperate with each other in their regions as well as across the country, pitch their 

development projects, and implement the winning ones. Thanks to this process, many young 

people have entered the field of public participation, and have been empowered to become 

leaders in their communities and beyond. EPF and invited donors together supported 40 projects 

developed at Mardamej events. The projects addressed issues of local governance, human rights, 

social services, anticorruption, transparency and accountability, media literacy and critical 

thinking. EPF plans to continue organizing Mardamej at least once a year in the period 2023-

2027. 

Conflict Transformation School (CTS) and Critical Thinking School 

(CrTS) 

EPF has developed a specific proprietary methodology to enhance the skills of civil society 

members, particularly youth, in conflict transformation and critical thinking. CrTS and CTS are 

very close in their methodologies. More than 700 participants from Armenia and Nagorny 

Karabakh have attended these two types of schools starting from 2012. When appropriate, EPF, 

in cooperation with partners from Georgia and Azerbaijan, conducts CTS for mixed groups of 

young Armenians, Azerbaijanis and Georgians. EPF plans to hold at least one CTS and one 

CrTS every year in the years 2023-2027. 

https://epfarmenia.am/sites/default/files/Document/EPF_Education_and_Learning_Continuation_English.pdf
https://epfarmenia.am/project/mardamej-social-innovation-camp
https://epfarmenia.am/project/mardamej-social-innovation-camp
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Conflict Transformation School (CTS). Civil society peacebuilding and conflict transformation 

approaches constitute the forte of EPF and one of the methodological pillars on which a major 

part of its work is based. The CTS approach is based on citizen peacebuilding: it paves the way 

for civil society actors from different sides of the conflict to build trust using critical thinking 

skills and accumulating experience via joint undertakings. EPF runs CTS for a variety of actors, 

from civil society representatives, media, youth, and international organizations’ personnel to 

state employees, both Armenia-based as well as international. The CTS is not a traditional 

educational institution but rather a coherent, continuous and methodologically determined 

peacebuilding learning and sharing process. EPF sees the CTS as a sustainable platform to 

support the new generation of civil society peacebuilders to access alternative sources and 

counterbalance mainstream propaganda with critical thinking skills.  

The CTS’ methodology is based on an assumption that critical thinking and rationality are the 

basis for a dialogue, and that the best mutually beneficial solution to the conflict will come when 

both sides accept that the truth is born from a constructive dialogue between the two, and that it 

is not fully owned by either of them. 

Critical Thinking School (CrTS). Since 2017, EPF, in cooperation with Media Initiatives Center, 

within the framework of the ‘Media for Informed Civic Engagement’ (MICE) and PeaCE 

programmes, commenced the Critical Thinking School. The participant to the CrTS develop 

critical thinking skills and competencies, engaging heavily in text analysis, data verification, 

discerning fake news and disinformation, as well as dismantling propaganda messages. The 

purpose of CrTS is for the beneficiaries to become more conscious and literate media users and 

producers, and learn to recognize the propaganda and manipulation tricks and their impact on the 

audience. During 2017-2019, EPF held CrTS for about 120 participants from Yerevan, the 

regions of Armenia and Nagorny Karabakh. EPF developed the first edition of its Critical 

Thinking Handbook (2018, second print run 2021), the only handbook that exists in Armenian on 

critical thinking. EPF plans to expand this edition and develop the second volume, as well as 

develop a handbook for CTS and CrTS trainers/facilitators.  

YouthBank 

The youth civic engagement and leadership program called YouthBank (YB) helps youth to 

positively participate in community improvement. The YB employs a unique, participatory 

learning model designed to involve young people in civic and community activism. The YB 

Armenia is part of YouthBank International Network operating in 27 countries worldwide and 

applying similar methodology of youth-led participatory grant-making. All YBs follow 

the Golden Rules of equal and inclusive participation. Over the last 15 years, EPF’s YB 

methodology promoted community participation and volunteerism, conflict transformation, 

cross-cultural, entrepreneurship and business skills development, environmental awareness, 

human rights and other themes related to building local democracy mechanisms and capacity. 

YB is also a personal development program that builds young people’s self-esteem and 

confidence, YB initiates a big number of volunteer and charity actions and projects in the 

targeted communities. YB participants indicate that their engagement in the YB program has a 

positive impact on their employability. EPF implemented the YB program in all 10 marzes of 

Armenia. 

file:///C:/Users/Vazgen%20Karapetyan/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/P64KO25T/ww.facebook.com/YouthBankArmenia
http://www.youthbankinternational.org/
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Creative games 

The Methodology of Systemic Thought Activity (MSTA) and its application in the format of 

Creative Games are an innovative tool for strategic planning, community resource and needs 

visualization, mapping, and planning. The MSTA is a combination of several methodological 

tools aimed at effective organization of collective thinking and finding out-of-the-box, often 

breakthrough solutions to complex issues. The rationale behind the method is the ‘unpacking’ of 

the mind and getting rid of ‘snail-paced’ thinking and ‘tunnel vision,’ which hamper human 

creativity to a great extent. The application of MSTA mechanisms builds the screen of collective 

thinking and develops a group vocabulary that allows participants to be on the same page while 

speaking about this or that notion and process. The collective thinking screen also secures the 

flow of thinking from abusive interferences, since the flow is visible for the whole group, and 

any idea can be caught, developed, used or criticized by each member of the group. Please see 

the brochure here.  

EPF University 

Education and learning are the primary areas that need improvement and development in 

Armenia. EPF has been producing video presentations (called ‘Jam Sessions’) and off-line 

publications under the heading ‘EPF University.’ EPF has worked on and explored specific 

topics that have not been much articulated or debated in Armenia including research on such 

values as democracy in Armenian literature; the roots of violence in Armenia; expressions of 

tolerance and intolerance in literature and education; a study of 20th century Armenia with 

special emphasis on the impact of Soviet times on today’s Armenia and alternative history 

education; the concept of power and its various manifestations. EPF has developed several 

practical manuals on conflict reporting by media, critical thinking, Armenia and the European 

Union, democracy and human rights, gender, various aspects of judicial reform, religious 

tolerance, etc. These publications are disseminated in online and print versions. They are 

available on EPF’s on-line resource platforms such as CSO Depo portal and EPF’s website 

which have a unique archive that stores numerous lectures, publications, research papers, books 

and articles. They are also disseminated via international publication networks, such as 

academia.edu and goodreads. In Armenia, these videos and publications are disseminated widely 

among the public, as well as educational and research institutions, libraries, CSOs, 

governmental, international and other organizations. They are also used by EPF as well as others 

in trainings, strategic discussions, and other knowledge-relevant activities. These materials are 

intended to provide civil society with a deeper level of knowledge on the topics that are 

important for it to function successfully. The need for such materials is determined by the fact 

that most of the time these issues are not discussed at the sufficient depth in either formal 

education institutions or outside of them, whereas the capacity to orientate in these issues 

determines the success of concrete undertakings and projects of civil society.  

“EPF University” covers four large thematic directions: Critical Thinking; War and Peace; Civil 

Society; Education, methodology of history, culture and values 

Other resources 

 EPF has conference facilities consisting of three rooms – conference room, small meeting 

room and an open space area. The conference room is equipped with state-of-the-art 

communication and presentation facilities, which makes it suitable for holding 

http://www.hkdepo.am/
http://www.epfarmenia.am/
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conferences and workshops, online conferences, hybrid events, media events and video-

recorded focus-group discussions. The room comfortably accommodates up to 50 

participants in a ‘theater’ setup and up to 30 participants in a ‘U-shape’ format. 

 EPF has also developed a ‘Publishing algorithm,’ a unique guide in Armenian to guide 

beneficiaries on the process of preparing documents for publication, and can train them 

on that. 

 EPF has a developed methodology of engaging interns and fellows, both from Armenia 

and internationally, and providing them with a learning environment to enhance their 

skills, as well as contribute to EPF’s activities.  
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FOUR STORIES ABOUT POWER 

 

2022, 224 pages, Antares Media Holding, ISBN 978-9939-896-46-5, available in Armenian at: 

https://epfarmenia.am/sites/default/files/Document/Four_Stories_about_Power_Web_2022_0.pdf 

 

Authors: Naira Mkrtchyan, Gevorg Ter-Gabrielyan, Varser Karapetyan, Armen Grigoryan 

The collection was compiled by Eurasia Partnership Foundation (EPF) within the framework 

of the “Support to Judicial Reform” program. The project is implemented by EPF in 

cooperation with Helsinki Association NGO and Human Rights Power NGO. The book 

examines the nature and development of power, the process of developing ideas about state 

power, transitioning from the idea of exercising power over human to human rights-based 

modern governance models. The issues discussed include the concept and features of the 

state, the principles of organization and activity of the state system, the sources of law and the 

issues of legal responsibility and the fairness of the public-state order. Each article outlines 

various manifestations and types of power. The content of the articles and the views 

expressed are those of the authors and may not necessarily reflect the views of Eurasia 

Partnership Foundation, the Helsinki Association NGO or Human Rights Power NGO. 

 

Abstracts 

Human Coexistence, Justice, Power or How to (Re)solve the Paradox of 

Existence 

Author: Naira Mkrtchyan 

The article raises the fundamental issue of the possibility of human coexistence, thematizing 

it in close relation with the phenomena of power and justice. The focus of the examination is 

the public-state order. Starting with the point of view of the prominent representatives of 

socio-political thought, Aristotle and T. Hobbes, and bringing to the fore a number of modern 

theoretical developments, the article aims to show the constructive and destructive tendencies 

inherent in human coexistence, and as a consequence its danger and vulnerability (that is: the 

paradox of human coexistence) which in the best way are (re)solved in that public-state order 

which is historically and traditionally deemed to be more progressive and demanding of 

qualitatively different characteristics, commitments and capacities from human beings, 

presupposing a certain, fair construction of a public-state order. 

Keywords: Justice, public order, Aristotle, Rawls, Arendt, Derrida, state, human 

coexistence, violence, public-state order. 
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Power 

Author: Gevorg Ter-Gabrielyan 

The text is based on the transcript of a video presentation entitled “Power”. An attempt is 

made to survey the manifestations of power and the problems related to them. Reference is 

made to the concept of “power”, the pyramid system of power, power’s various 

manifestations, approaches to it, international relations, “security dilemma”, etc. Various 

types of power are presented, from the ones based on violence and coercion to the more 

participatory types. John Locke and Thomas Hobbes established the two main opposing 

approaches to power, which we are still guided by. Hobbes notes that everyone is obliged to 

obey the state and the law, regardless of whether the law is right or not. Locke considers the 

state-society relationship within the framework of a social contract, when the parties agree on 

what the law is, how power is formed, and so on. The modern system of power, developed on 

the basis of democracy and infrastructural power, is a most complex one. It contains all kinds 

of manifestations of power at different levels. Some institutions work on the round table 

principle, some on a pyramid principle, some by duplicating the principle of state power on a 

smaller scale, by referendum, etc. Due to its complexity, this system is flexible and adaptable. 

That is why it is very difficult to destroy it. We are immersed in power all day, we make 

decisions, we negotiate with powers, with our own power and that of others, with state and 

social power – the power which ‘oppresses’ our freedoms and imposes taboos. The usual 

description of power is largely limited to either representing it as a pyramid, or a junta, or as a 

democracy, etc., without explaining the semantic connections between them, transformation 

of one type of power to the other. But in this text a paradigmatic, abstract-ideal, and, in a 

sense, an ontological image of “power” is set out. The concept of social construction of 

reality creates new opportunities to comprehend the essence of power. Concepts like 

“structural power” and “structural violence” are explained.  

Keywords: power, willpower, will, freedom, Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, Michel Foucault, 

power, pouvoir, violence, violent, force, security dilemma, international relations, Gulag, 

democracy, legitimacy, rebellion, pyramid, legalism/legism, junta, infrastructural power, 

transparency, adaptation, decision making, soft power, influence, coercion, order, 

negotiation, international relations, recognition, non-recognized states, social construct of 

reality, human rights, rights-based approach, liberalism, systemic thought activity, structural 

power, structural violence. 

 

What is Obligatory to Know about the Legislative System of Armenia? 

Author: Varser Karapetyan 

Without civil society and the legally literate and demanding individuals who are a part of it, it 

is impossible to ensure the rule of law, the further establishment of a rule of law-based state 

and the strengthening of democracy. The purpose of the article is, by analysing the legal-

constitutional experience of Armenia over the last 30 years, to present issues concerning the 

forms of states and the types of state authorities. The article also deals with legal acts and 

their types and, in particular, issues related to public discussions of draft legislative acts. 

Consideration is given to violations and legal liability, with the aim of presenting clearly and 

accessibly as possible issues which often seem complicated, such as, for example, certain 

types of violations and the characteristic features of each of them. This section concludes 
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with a brief description of the procedure and cases of providing free legal aid, and provides 

practical information. 

Key words: Armenia, state apparatus, state power, constitution, governance, authorities, 

court, norms of law, sources of law, legal system, offense, legal responsibility, civil society, 

participation. 

 

State Power and Governance Models in the Context of the Political Evolution 

of the Visegrad Countries 

Author: Armen Grigoryan 

This study briefly presents the origins of the idea of separation of powers into executive, 

legislative and judicial branches, and the checks and balances system. An introduction to 

presidential and parliamentary systems follows. The models which emerged as outcomes of 

democratisation and transition experience of the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and 

Slovakia are presented, with attention to the regime types, preconditions for democratization 

and the modes of transition as possible determinants. The study also includes a concise 

review of the role of local government bodies, civil society, media and corporations. 

Keywords: Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, Czechoslovakia, division of powers, 

Montesquieu, democratization, system of governance, local government, civil society, mass 

media, business power. 

 

CULTURE OF VIOLENCE IN ARMENIA 

 

2020, 404 pages, Antenor Printing House, ISBN 978-9939-1-1200-8 

Authors: Gevorg Ter-Gabrielyan, Gayane Hovakimyan, Hayk Smbatyan, Davit Petrosyan 

This collection of studies examines the roots of violence in the Armenian reality, focusing 

specifically on the origins of criminal culture, manifestations of violence in school, army and 

family. The book analyzes the connection between violence and criminal morals, language 

and behavior, and reveals the nexus between poverty and domestic violence. Each article 

outlines policy steps, policy proposals for all the stakeholders ranging from government to 

individual. 

The publication is intended for decision-makers, policymakers, scholars, as well as general 

reader. 

Keywords: violence, thief culture, 20th century, Soviet Armenia, Gulag, gender, domestic 

violence, armed forces, army, school, school violence, swearing, culture of violence, criminal 

culture, subculture, anticulture, blatnoy 

 

Abstracts 

The Influence of Criminal Habits, Language and Behavior on the 

Manifestation of Violence in Social Relations 
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Author: Gayane Hovakimyan 

The aim of the research is to study the connection and impact of various elements and means 

of influence of criminal subculture on the formation, manifestation and spread of violence in 

social relations, within the framework of social institutions and groups. 

The study includes an analysis of historiographical, fictional, archival and written materials, 

including studies of previously unexplored experiences, as well as summaries of expert 

sources, oral histories and summaries of interviews with those who bore them.  

As a final result of the research, a guide was developed with proposals for institutional and 

long-term public policy solutions, which is aimed at establishing non-violent social relations 

and ensuring more effective operation of social institutions.  

 

Causes of Violence and Prevention Mechanisms in the Field of Secondary 

Education in the Republic of Armenia 

Author: Hayk Smbatyan  

The research attempts to identify the causes of violence in the field of secondary education, 

the forms of its manifestation, the subjects and objects of violence, as well as the 

consequences and mechanisms of prevention. The research was conducted using the 

“grounded theory” methodology. The methodology, through a small number of in-depth 

interviews, gives an opportunity to get a broad picture of the process of manifestation of 

school violence, its elements and key actors. Using in-depth interviews with seven pupils in 

Yerevan secondary schools, the study analyzes the specifics of the school violence through 

the eyes of pupils. 

 

Analysis of Existing Criminal Morals and Behavioral Models in the RA 

Armed Forces 

Authors: Davit Petrosyan, Yuri Avagyan  

The study attempts to reveal the manifestations of interpersonal violent relations in the RA 

Armed Forces, the main causes of violence, as well as its consequences and opportunities for 

prevention. The research was carried out through focus group discussions and individual 

interviews with teenagers and youths who were about to be conscripted, as well as 

demobilized youths and former officers. The discussions with these 3 groups gave an 

opportunity to form a picture of the type of informal relations in the army life and the causes 

of violence in soldier-soldier and soldier-officer relations. 

 

The Link Between Poverty and Domestic Violence: How Does Poverty Affect 

the Occurrence and Manifestation of Domestic Violence? 

Author: Shushanik Khurshudyan 

The study looks at the link between domestic violence and poverty, whether or not they are 

interrelated, and discusses the poverty-violence linkage chain. Violence in the family is the 

manifestation of power and assertion of control by the perpetrator of violence. Domestic 

violence, being a violation of human rights and freedoms, is also an obstacle to the exercise 

of other fundamental rights and freedoms. Through studying the specifics of domestic 

violence it is revealed that the impact of the poverty factor may to some extent be reflected in 
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a family already experiencing violence, affecting the type of manifestation or escalation of 

violence, but not the actual use of violence. Those who are poverty-stricken and lack 

opportunities are more vulnerable to violence. There is no clear causal link in the sense that 

poverty is automatically the cause of violence. However, there are many situations where the 

poverty factor increases the likelihood of violence. Moreover, in an environment of violence, 

as a rule, the problem of poverty exists. The impact of violence on poverty in deepening 

poverty creates a culture of violence and a simultaneous need to address poverty through a 

systematic strategy. 

 

MANIFESTATIONS OF TOLERANCE AND INTOLERANCE 

IN ARMENIAN LITERATURE 

2017, 348 pages, Limush Printhouse, eISBN 978-9939-0-2419-6, available in Armenian at: 

https://epfarmenia.am/sites/default/files/Document/Tolerance_Intolerance_in_Armenian_Literature_book_2017.

pdf 

Authors: Gevorg Ter-Gabrielyan, Anush Margaryan, Hayk Hambardzumyan, Mher 

Komunts 

The studies titled “Manifestations of Tolerance and Intolerance in Armenian Literature” aim 

to examine the roots of tolerance and intolerance and their manifestations in Armenian 

language texts passed on from generation to generation, as well as to present this through an 

academic and popular approach, and attempt to foster a meaningful debate on these issues. 

The studies include Armenian medieval sagas, the classic prose of the 19th and 20th centuries 

along with the literature of the Diaspora, the prose of post-Soviet Armenia as well as 

textbooks. The book essentially provides a guided tour through the whole body of Armenian 

literature which, in turn, provides a particular pleasure to the reader and presents a condensed 

image of the tendencies for development in Armenian literature. This collection is intended 

for a broad range of readers and can be used as an educational manual. 

 

Abstracts 

(In)Tolerance in Armenian Literature: Brief Reflections 

Authors: Gevorg Ter-Gabrielyan, EPF Chief Executive Officer, Anush Margaryan, EPF 

Project Manager 

The authors examine various aspects of the Eurasia Partnership Foundation’s (EPF) idea of 

conducting studies entitled “Manifestations of Tolerance and Intolerance in Armenian 

Literature,” noting the uniqueness of the project and distinguishing several revelations of the 

content in some of the studies. The studies and their in-depth analysis have produced results 

similar to a thesaurus and word map for the term “tolerance” and its application. The stages 

have been presented for the formation of tolerance or intolerance in both the individual and 

society as a whole. The thesis has been confirmed that modern tolerance is a relatively young 

value – it has taken shape during the stage of human history when the number of people with 

equal rights has increased in society. 

The authors are convinced that this collection of articles provides a unique opportunity for in-

depth discussions on the fundamental value of “tolerance” with representatives of human 

https://epfarmenia.am/sites/default/files/Document/Tolerance_Intolerance_in_Armenian_Literature_book_2017.pdf
https://epfarmenia.am/sites/default/files/Document/Tolerance_Intolerance_in_Armenian_Literature_book_2017.pdf
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rights, education, politics, culture, and other sectors, from the point of view of its correct 

perception and reinterpretation in Armenia. A recommendation that has been noted is that the 

studies could be particularly useful in educational processes. 

Keywords: (in)tolerance, old, new and modern Armenian literature, (in)tolerance and 

textbooks, the right to differ; collaboration 

 

 

Manifestations of Tolerance and Intolerance Towards the Enemy in 

Armenian Medieval Sagas and the Epic “The Daredevils of Sassun” 

Author: Hayk Hambardzumyan, cand. phil. sciences, associate professor 

The concept of tolerance in today’s sociological sense of the term, as an expression of respect 

or patience towards those belonging to other ethnic or religious groups, holding differing 

viewpoints, maintaining different lifestyles, behaviors and traditions, was not as common to 

the feudal environment of the Middle Ages, because the medieval world was led not by a 

moral or ethical individual or societal code but rather by the principle of belonging to a clan 

or class, and the norms of obligation and service. 

The concepts of tolerance and intolerance towards other nations, cultures or other differences 

arise in much later periods. However, based on a comparative study of Medieval Armenian 

and European folk sagas and epics, one can state that the seeds of these concepts or their 

initial manifestations were seen in the medieval code of chivalry, and partly with the knightly 

sagas and medieval epics and folk tales that are related to them. 

In the pages of Armenian medieval literature, the sagas of the “Persian War” and “Taron’s 

War” as well as the “Daredevils of Sassun” national epic display unique manifestations of the 

literary motifs of tolerance and intolerance towards enemies or foreigners. 

These motifs have traditionally been seen and interpreted in the national-ideological context, 

without studying the actual material of the epic—the tales told in traditional dialects—and the 

genre-specific characteristics of the sagas. Based on specific stereotypes of the Soviet-era 

analysis of epics, only those motifs from the sagas and “Daredevils of Sassun” have been 

highlighted that correspond to the self-perception of the Armenian people as a fair, esteemed, 

magnanimous, calm people who do not seek new conquests and wage wars only in self-

defense. Little attention has been paid to those motifs in the epics and the characteristics of 

the medieval environment in which they circulated what would be considered cruel examples 

of intolerant behavior based on the moral standards of today. 

Naturally, these features are characteristic of our heroes and, in some cases, are novelties in 

comparison with the other epics, but isolating them and presenting them out of context, or 

attempting to modernize them, would create a defective image of epics and sagas, lending 

cause to the perceived haughtiness and exclusivity in the self-perception of the nation. 

We have examined tolerance and intolerance, based on the reasons that motivate them, in the 

context of the medieval code of chivalry, considering the specific characteristics of our 

national behaviors, religious and ethnic intolerance, the love of clan-based or national honor 

and vengefulness. 

Keywords: national/religious (in)tolerance, medieval Armenian sagas, epics, “Persian 

War”, “Taron’s War”, “Daredevils of Sassun”, code of chivalry, clan honor, vengefulness, 

Soviet epic studies, David of Sassun, Mushegh Mamikonyan, Vahan the Wolf 
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Manifestations of Tolerance and Intolerance in Kh. Abovyan’s Folkloric 

Work 

Author: Mher Kumunts, cand. phil. sciences, associate professor, Lusine Nersisyan, cand. 

phil. sciences, associate professor 

The topic titled “Manifestations of tolerance and intolerance in Armenian literature” is one 

that is both modern and also assumes a study of history, a comparison of literary works and 

the topics covered by them based on time period, random narrative, protagonists and, after 

all, the worldview of the author and the creative reproduction of the proposed issues. 

Tolerance is so important for the world especially in these times, when any product of 

intolerance spreads out quickly throughout mankind. It seems that the victims of this 

intolerance end up not just being the ones who bear its weight, but also those who receive 

information about them. Intolerance is the root of the evil of this century and its opposite 

side, which can help suppress it, is tolerance, originating in humanity’s oldest documents – 

the Bible, folk epics, and legends. For example, these human emotions were strongly 

expressed in the Iliad, the Odyssey, ancient Greek tragedies, and then again in the period of 

the Renaissance, and then in the literary Age of Enlightenment, and in the various genres of 

literature that developed after it. 

The article titled “Manifestations of tolerance and intolerance in Kh. Abovyan’s folkloric 

work” aims to analyze and reveal universally human ideas in people’s lives. It is just as 

important to speak about negative phenomena so that one appreciates the values enshrined in 

the statement “homo homini amicus est.” The acts of forgiving and not forgiving have been 

prominently expressed in this writer’s work, and they play a guiding role in the history of 

mankind and the process of developing human relations. 

The success of fiction is greatly facilitated by topics that directly relate to human life and 

survival. Human thoughts, emotions and feelings have a particular manifestation in this sub-

genre of literature folklore. Bit episodes from folklore can sometimes serve as the dough 

from which voluminous pieces of writing are kneaded. Many renowned and popular writers 

have found the material for their works from the folklore of the nation. From the very 

beginning of Armenian writing to our times, the writers who fictionalized Armenian folkloric 

material included Agatangeghos, M. Khorenatsi, N. Shnorhali, Frik, Kh. Abovyan, A. 

Isahakyan, H. Tumanyan, A. Bakunts, H. Shiraz, H. Khatchatryan and many others. For 

example, Kh. Abovyan’s epic poems, poems, parables, and prose are based completely on 

folklore. Many of these tales can also be seen among other peoples. The writer has not 

satisfied himself with breathing a life of fiction and lyricism into the folklore narrative. His 

stories on tolerance and intolerance are so profound and timeless that they can be assumed to 

be both centuries old and a modern creation. Folkloric material usually lives from generation 

to generation, which each generation giving it a new interpretation or a different life, until 

that beautiful folkloric narrative acquires appreciation as part of literature. 
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In the study, folkloric material that has been collected over a period of eight years has already 

been analyzed with Kh. Abovyan’s works in an attempt to distil the manifestations of 

tolerance and intolerance in folklore. A variety of rich literature has been used and analytic 

tables developed, presenting topics that have resulted in the progress of civil protection, 

tolerance and intolerance, through a scientific approach with a broad audience. 

Keywords: tolerance, folklore, Kh. Abovyan, fiction 

 

 

Manifestations of Tolerance and Intolerance in Armenian Literature․  

Tolerant Speech 

Author: Valeri Mirzoyan, doct. philosophical sciences, professor 

The topic of the study is communication through speech from the point of view of the 

existence of various kinds of tolerance and intolerance. The paper examines various 

manifestations of intolerant behavior in the works of Armenian authors religious, national 

(including within a single nation), age-based, sexual and so on, and their argumentation has 

also been described. Tolerant speech has been described and has been examined from the 

point of view of overcoming intolerance both from the individual and societal points of view. 

Study objectives determine how we speak and debate, and to what extent we are tolerant of 

an opinion, conviction, belief, position, or behavior that differs from ours.  

How do we express our disagreement? What facts, emotions and sophistic tricks do we use? 

What examples are provided by Armenian writers, public figures and proverbs when it comes 

to taking responsibility for our own words? What advice, whether direct or indirect, is being 

given to readers about being more patient and respectful, about understanding, tolerating, 

being at peace, and ready to compromise? This is the first study on this topic and is addressed 

to all those individuals who deal in their professional or personal work with the theoretical 

and practical issues related to human communication through speech. 

A report (31 pages in length) has been prepared on this topic to the Eurasia Partnership 

Foundation, and one academic article has been published – “Tolerant Speech in the Public 

Governance System” (Herald of the Armenian State University of Economics, 2016, No. 3, 

pp. 83-105). The monograph “Tolerant Speech” is undergoing publication (A4 format, 304 

pages, English abstract). 

Keywords: (in)tolerance, tolerance speech, argumentation, debate, argument, quarrel, 

proverb as behavior guideline 

 

Surprising and Unprecedented Tolerance in the Writings of Hakob Mndzuri 

Author: Gayane Mkrtchyan, journalist 

Hakob Mndzuri’s writings provide an impressive display of tolerance and humanity. Very 

little is known about this, because the writer did not leave Istanbul after the Armenian 

Genocide, and following the period of the Soviet Union, it only became possible to publish 

his work in the 1990s. 

Hakob Mndzuri’s work provides an example of how to interact with our neighbors through 

the language of literature, while preserving our memories but ruling out the language of hate. 

Mndzuri is unique in Armenian literary culture. He recalls the Turks and Kurds living 
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together with such neutrality and mildness that one would think this co-existence continues in 

those villages to this day. Other writers were intolerant of Mndzuri’s work despite 

themselves, because the tragedy of the situation was much more acutely felt from a distance 

and within the general context. 

He, an exiled writer, did not have the right or means to even say “alas,” much less call the 

situation a villainous deportation, as did the Irish exile Joyce. All that was left for him to do 

was to recall his own home as if in a fairy tale, his 85-year old grandfather, his 55-year old 

mother, his four children, the last one nine months old, and the mother of those children – his 

28-year old wife. In this obedient, peaceful—tolerant, using this new terminology—and, 

through his literature, triumphant manner, Mndzuri was a symbol of restraint and patience, 

demonstrating how one can interact without spite through literature, through the ungrateful 

pages of newspapers, where he unwillingly engaged in covert literature for fifty years. 

While conducting the study on the “Surprising and Unprecedented Tolerance in the Writings 

of Hakob Mndzuri,” we discovered a noteworthy phenomenon. The mountain valleys and 

their surroundings in Dersim, the setting for Mndzuri’s work, հave long been the focus of 

historians’ attention as a special location, a unique free zone of sorts, where various religious 

groups have celebrated festivals together, which is truly unprecedented. Mndzuri’s literature 

has provided such a comprehensive and accurate picture of the region that modern Turkish 

literary critics also gain insights on the lifestyle of Turks from Mndzuri’s stories. 

Keywords: tolerance, Turk, Kurd, Dersim mountains 

 

Manifestations of Tolerance and Intolerance in Modern and Recent Armenian 

Literature 

Authors: Lilit Avdalyan, sociological analyst, Narine Hovsepyan, literary expert 

The aim of the article was to describe the development of the concepts of tolerance and 

intolerance through a study of the works of the main writers in the modern and recent periods 

of Armenian literature and the contexts of their creation. This, in turn, would allow one to be 

familiarized with events in the modern and most recent literature that reflect the concepts of 

tolerance and intolerance, and to develop parallels based on the time period. The article 

presents the impact of (in)tolerance on the individual and social levels. The study presents a 

radical analysis of the concept and international approaches related to it. 

Keywords: (in)tolerance, international approach, radical analysis, component of objection, 

indifference, confirmation, acceptance, rejection 

 

The Kyartu Character as a Representation of Intolerance in Modern 

Armenian Prose 

Authors: Ashot Gabrielyan, Arkmenik Nikoghosyan, cand. phil. sciences 

The article presents the intolerant attitude of a representative of the so-called “kyartu” sub-

culture as a representation of intolerance in general. In other words, it shows that the kyartu 

character in modern Armenian prose has become the main means for the presentation of 

intolerance. Various manifestations are discussed of intolerant behavior by kyartu characters 

in the works of modern Armenian writers, demonstrating religious, national (including intra-

national), age-related, gender-related and other intolerance, and a factual basis is presented 

for them. Various specific components have been elaborated and discussed, such as the 
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kyartu and the concept of being kyartu, the kyartu language, the functions of a kyartu 

character in literature, kyartu intolerance in the army, the threat posed by the kyartu to the 

national and civil profile, the paternal side of being kyartu, the kyartu as a natural presence, 

the kyartu side of traditional characters and historical settings. Each of these is presented 

using examples from the texts of Armenian authors of various genres, thus revealing the rules 

of the phenomenon of being kyartu. 

Keywords: kyartu, sub-culture, character, (in)tolerance, traditionalism 

 

The Topics of Tolerance and Intolerance in the 9th, 10th and 11th Grade 

Textbooks on Armenian Literature, Armenian History and History of the 

Armenian Church 

Authors: Karine Khojayan, cand. pol. sciences, Armine Davtyan, social pedagogy expert 

The aim of this study is to examine and determine the manifestations of intolerance in the 

textbooks for the school education sector, under the supervision of the RA Ministry of 

Education and Science, in particular for the subjects of Armenian Literature, Armenian 

History, and History of the Armenian Church (humanitarian stream). 

The study was conducted on the basis of a qualitative analysis; in particular, the method of 

qualitative content analysis was used. The RA Constitution was used as the basis to classify 

an event as a manifestation of intolerance; the provisions on intolerance and discrimination in 

the Constitution are based on a series of international conventions. 

The result of the conducted study determined the most commonly seen occasions of 

intolerance in these school textbooks. An attempt was made to determine the cause-and-effect 

related to each of them and several recommendations were presented that could support the 

process of school education and the formation of a culture of tolerance, the implementation of 

the obligations set by the RA Constitution and several international conventions, as well as 

the development of a culture of tolerance among learners. 

Keywords: intolerance, ethnic-national, gender, religious, occurrence, textbook, human 

rights, high school, Armenian literature, Armenian history, history of the Armenian Church 

 

Manifestations of Ethnic Tolerance and Intolerance in the Textbooks of 

Armenian Literature 

Author: Taught in RA Secondary Schools, Sona Melikjanyan, sociologist 

The study aims to present the manifestations of ethnic tolerance and intolerance that occur in 

the Armenian Literature textbooks used in RA secondary schools. The study employs the 

method of content analysis and uses E. Bogardus’ Social Distance Scale to examine the 

Armenian Literature textbooks for grades 7 through 12. The study has allowed the 

determination of the number of times that different ethnicities are mentioned, what proportion 

of the overall text this constitutes, and has provided an overview of the context in which they 

are mentioned and how they are described (positive, negative, neutral), after which it has 

analyzed the portrayal of each ethnicity and the use of the “us-them” context for each case. 

Keywords: ethnic (in)tolerance, positive-negative-neutral descriptor-context, ethnicity, 

ethnic, “us-them,” “you-yours,” foreign, foreigner, homeland, patriotism 
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On Some of the Impressions from the Articles in the EPF Series 

“Manifestations of Tolerance and Intolerance in Armenian Literature” 

Author: Ara Nedolyan, theater critic, public figure 

When analyzing the collection of articles “Manifestations of Tolerance and Intolerance in 

Armenian Literature”, we have strived to distinguish those definitions that relate in the first 

place to its public and interpersonal dimensions. 

In Ashot Gabrielyan and Arkmenik Nikoghosyan’s article “The Kyartu Character as a 

Representation of Intolerance in Modern Armenian Prose,” being kyartu is recognized as a 

holistic institutional, social and cultural system of intolerance, while modern Armenian 

literature is supposed to be an element that counters it. Valeriy Mirzoyan’s work “Tolerant 

Speech” makes an attempt to methodologically analyze all motives for communication that 

lead to intolerance, categorize them and give examples and methods of overcoming each one 

based on samples taken from Armenian literature and folklore. According to the author, 

communication errors constitute the reason for the centuries-old lack of regular and effective 

debates on the most important issues in Armenian society, and this problem can be overcome 

by studying methods that secure a system of tolerant speech and their centralized 

implementation. 

Following Hayk Hambardzumyan’s study “Manifestations of Tolerance and Intolerance 

Towards the Enemy in Armenian Medieval Sagas and the Epic The Daredevils Of Sassun,” 

we see that the careless modernization of or direct equivalence with the values and behavioral 

approach of medieval society or the world of epic literature to the communication values of 

today would “create a defective image of epics and sagas, lending cause to the perceived 

haughtiness and exclusivity in the self-perception of the nation, and the formation of an 

atmosphere of discrimination against other peoples.” 

The study by Karine Khojoyan and Armine Davtyan “The Topics of Tolerance and 

Intolerance in the 9th, 10th and 11th Grade Textbooks on Armenian Literature, Armenian 

History and History of the Armenian Church” provide clear examples of how the authors of 

textbooks have produced items that have transformed from things that make students (or 

readers) think, familiarize them with public and personal conflicts, produce ways to 

comprehend, model and resolve them, to a series of crude slogans, slogans that do not even 

exist in the literature being used and have actually been developed by the textbook authors. 

And finally, coming to the textbooks on the history of the Armenian Church, the researchers 

have produced examples that demonstrate that these are not textbooks that are ABOUT the 

Armenian Church, its view and history, but they consist of a text of mainly the church’s 

views on history, humanity, and anything at all, where there is an absence of a view that 

reflects on the church’s doctrine, not to mention criticizing it, and not even one that, at the 

very least, assesses it, clarifies it, or places it in some historic context. 
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Keywords: tolerance – translation, exchange of worldviews, a positive feeling of the 

“other”, diversity, differentiation, intolerance – one’s own, the self that denies, “be tolerant” 

 

 

 

 

Literature and Tolerance as a Topic for Interdisciplinary Research 

Author: Vardan Jaloyan 

When speaking of the definition of (in)tolerance and its relation to ideas of enlightenment and 

modernity, one should specifically emphasize the role of literature and empathy in the 

establishment of tolerance. Literature is an ideal environment for the formation of tolerance 

to diversity with the force of empathy; through literature, we can narrate and disseminate our 

unique, personal life experience. 

The studies conducted within the scope of the “Manifestations of Tolerance and Intolerance 

in Armenian Literature” competition can be divided into two large groups – (in)tolerance in 

Armenian literary works and manifestations of (in)tolerance in Armenian textbooks. Some of 

the presented works are sociological study of Armenian literary and educational texts, which 

are of great significance for the analysis of any patterns in manifestations of (in)tolerance, 

and can facilitate the effective teaching of ideas of tolerance. 

“Tolerance and literature,” which forms a part of the larger topic of “tolerance and society,” 

includes a complex combination of ideas of law, sociology and political science. Thus, the 

development of this topic of “tolerance and literature” does not just facilitate the 

dissemination of ideas of tolerance in society, and the appreciation of literature as a source of 

tolerance, it also sets the stage for a much more complex issue – the function of literature in 

society. A tolerant society needs to overcome certain sociological, ethnic, political and other 

stereotypes and clichés, but in order for that to happen, the ability to convince is necessary, 

which is possessed by literature. 

Keywords: (in)tolerance, interdisciplinary studies, new empathy, culture of modernity, 

function of literature, kyartu persona 
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A Brief Summary 

War is one of the most extreme types of human activity. The societal condemnation of killing 

is temporarily set aside. Soldiers are extended a right, more correctly a duty, to kill members 

of an out-group. The shocking feature of war, therefore, is that it is a legitimized act of 

collective killing. War is justified by ‘great ideas’; it rebrands murder as virtuous. It is 

notable that war is widely used in the myths of identity formation. Many national identities 

link their origin with war. War destroys life, the environment, the past, present, and future. 

The lasting pain and trauma of war are intrinsically linked to this destruction of a person’s 

world, both its external and internal (psychological) components. 

Individuals experience war in different ways. The experience of those who were immersed in 

the war directly was finding oneself on the precipice between life and death. Those who have 

looked at it from a distance, from a position of one of the parties to the conflict, experience 

the war as a clash of interests of the parties to the conflict. Those who had children, relatives, 

or close associates directly immersed in the war had a very different experience from those 

who did not have loved ones in such a predicament. As a number of war anthropologists have 

noted, war affects and transforms society, which adapts to the war. Some societies adapt 

easily to going to war, while others, on the contrary, tend to resist it. 

The Firsthand Perspective 

This research is an attempt to take an anthropological approach to studying the 44-day war in 

the Armenian reality. The main aim is to present the war from the perspective of the 

participants, both military and civilian. While political and intellectual elites tend to play a 

key role in shaping the perception of war, they generally do not take part in the war in person. 

The discourse they shape about the war often diverges from the view of the people who 

witnessed it firsthand, who had the most at stake, whose bodies experienced the war directly 

upon themselves. This research is an attempt to study and present the war through the stories 

of those participants. The study describes the impact of the war on people, and typical 

phenomena such as perceptions of heroism, patriotism, betrayal, life and death, images of the 

enemy and the self, the role of victory and defeat in making sense of and redefining identity, 

new technologies and human helplessness, experiences of fear and horror, the process of 

transformation caused by the war, and similar issues. 

The main questions are: “How did the individual go through the war?”, “What did he/she see 

during the war?”, “How did what he/she saw affect him/her?”, “What did the war change in 

the individual?”, and “How did the individual try to rediscover and reinterpret their life after 

the war?”. 

The research was conducted by recording oral histories from Armenians in the time period of 

July 2021 to September 2021; 60 in-depth interviews were conducted, 45 with soldiers who 

participated in the war, and 15 with civilians. Military interviewees included conscripts, 

professional (contract) soldiers, reservists and volunteers. Civilian interviewees were selected 
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among people who, in one way or another, felt the war very close to them, and went through 

the chaos of the war. 

As a result of the research, based on the recorded oral histories, several topics emphasized by 

the participants of the war were singled out. They concern: 

 the description of the war 

 the army’s image of itself 

 feelings during the war and their moral and psychological dimensions 

The Description of the War 

In the stories dedicated to the description of the war, participants distinguish a number of 

features to characterize it. First of all, the attack launched by Azerbaijan is described by 

everyone as completely unexpected. Soldiers in the army understood that the situation was 

generally tense, and there could be clashes. However, many people were surprised by the 

inadequacy of the army’s procedures aimed at predicting the war, developing resistance 

scenarios in the case of an enemy attack, and preparing the appropriate state of combat 

readiness. 

 

We were not in the least bit informed. If only we had a slight idea that something like this 

could happen, at least we could have been better prepared to do something. At least on the 

frontline, we thought that the situation was normal, that’s it, that there weren’t going to be 

any problems. And especially in terms of all-out war, no one had any idea. None of us 

imagined that such a thing could happen… 

25-year-old male contract soldier1 

 

Another descriptor of the war in the participants' stories is a lack of organization. This 

concerns not only the overall disorganization of the army, but also disorganization among the 

high level commanders that affected the rank and file. Many combatants did not receive clear 

tasks, other than to fiercely counter the enemy's offensive actions and defend themselves. 

The 44-day war is described as a battle of survival, both on a personal and group level. The 

main goal of many soldiers on the battlefield was not so much to solve a military problem, 

but simply to stay alive. In many descriptions, the war is interpreted as a situation in which 

the Azerbaijani side constantly kept the Armenian army under attack, while the Armenian 

soldiers were not particularly focused on accomplishing military objectives, but simply tried 

to defend themselves and stay alive. 

A characteristic feature of this war is the human vs. technology confrontation and its 

imbalance. 

 

That war did not last very long; it wasn’t really very long at all. The 44 days, if you compare 

against world history, what other war lasted for only 44 days, if you think about it? But there 

has probably never been such a war before on the face of the earth, where only technology 

                                                      
1 Age is done for the time of the interview 
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did the fighting. This was a new kind of war; it was a real 21st century war, where weapons 

did the fighting, not men. 

22-year-old male conscript 

 

This asymmetry gave rise to a sense of existential crisis, which on occasion manifested itself 

in feelings of nullification of the human factor, meaninglessness, and extreme powerlessness. 

This disproportionality sometimes caused fear and panic by triggering a perception of 

guaranteed death as the only possible outcome. 

The war is also described as very intense. The Azerbaijani side kept an intensive schedule of 

bombing and offensive operations. The shelling and drone attacks were extremely intense. 

 

Well, our task was to eliminate the enemy’s drones and planes, but it didn’t work. It was 

impossible, because so many shells were raining from the sky, you just couldn’t. By the time 

you had it in the cross hairs, to shoot down the drone, it was too late… There were too many 

tanks, too many drones, too many shells. No one imagined it would be on such a large scale. 

21-year-old male conscript 

 

One of the characteristic features of this war is its inhuman nature. This statement is 

remarkable in that, although war itself is an anti-human act, it also has some perceptible 

limits of cruelty, which were severely violated during the 44-day war. 

 

To tell the truth, we have seen war three times. This war was an unbelievable war. I can’t call 

it a war; this was murder, simply murder. The meat grinder was set up; it chewed up 

everything. That’s all, so many people perished in the meat grinder. 

61-year-old female military cook 

The Army’s Image of Itself 

In the stories of almost all the participants, the Armenian conscripts are distinguished from 

contract, volunteer, and reserve soldiers. They are described as the most prepared and 

organized fighters who were able to overcome the fears that arise during combat most 

successfully. They were brave, alert, and took on the main burden of resisting and fighting 

the enemy. 

 

I, for example, did not imagine that our 18-year-old soldiers could be so much more mature 

than our, say, 30- or 40-year-old reservists and volunteers that they could be better and could 

fight against so many states and so many mercenaries for 44 days. I could not have imagined 

that so many things could be done, and using old weapons at that. Our enemy didn’t use such 

weapons; they didn’t even have such old weapons. 

Middle-aged male volunteer soldier 
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Contract servicemen were differentiated into two groups. The first group included those who 

happened to live in a settlement near a military unit, went to work there primarily as a means 

of employment, and did not have special professional or combat training. The second group 

includes soldiers with special military training and skills who played an important role during 

the war, significantly contributing to the combat effectiveness and defense of conscripts and 

the Armenian army in general. 

 

Generally, the first thing that stood out was the forces, the conscripts, because they are only 

18-, 19-, 20-year-old boys who, until the last moment, the last drop of blood, fought at their 

post and did not take a step back, not at all. The second was the officer corps. In addition to 

the commanders, there were contract soldiers who were really serving (rather than marking 

time – note by an editor). Among them as well, not a single person ran away. They basically 

fought like the conscripts and always told them: we are with you, we’re not above you or 

anything like that, we’re your equals, your brothers, everything. There were even times they 

said: we can even hear your thoughts, understand, for example we can see what to do and 

how to do it so that things are easier and more convenient for you. 

20-year-old conscript, intelligence soldier 

 

Volunteers and reservists are described as the most vulnerable parts of the army. There were 

good things said about those volunteers who quickly mastered the use of different types of 

weapons, had a certain level of moral and psychological training, and were able to usefully 

participate in combat operations on the battlefield. A significant number of volunteers are 

also described negatively. They are mainly those who volunteered without having an 

adequate idea about the war and, appearing at the heart of the hostilities, panicked. This 

description is also often ascribed to many reservists. 

While describing the Armenian army, respondents often compared it to the Azerbaijani army. 

In these comparisons, interviewees described the Armenian army as poorly-armed, 

technologically-behind and badly-organized. 

One of the most negative aspects of the description of the Armenian army was the lack of a 

system. It is often said that, even though the Armenian army was poorly-armed and lagged 

behind in terms of military equipment and management technologies, the soldiers, especially 

the conscripts, were good, with a high fighting spirit: smart, quick-witted, brave, and reliable 

fighters. That is, as individuals, soldiers were not inferior to the Azerbaijanis, but as an army, 

the Armenian forces were inferior. A common formulation was that “In the war, the 

Armenian soldiers were not defeated; the army was defeated,” or “Although the Armenian 

army was defeated, the Armenian soldier was not.” 

 

People say that we were weak. But those people haven’t served, nor do they really know… 

Those people who say that our army is weak, they are wrong. OK, now we have lost; we are 

weak. Back then as well, we were weak. Weak in the sense that there was no education, no 

processes, no adequate system, but as individuals we are not weak. We just need to create a 

system to unite those individuals. That’s all. 

26-year-old male volunteer soldier 

 

Another narrative is that the army did not lose the war, the political elites did. The proponents 

of such an interpretation generally mean that the army fought above and beyond the limits of 
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its strength. However, due to the incompetence of both past and present political authorities, 

the army lacked the necessary management standards, high-quality command staff, modern 

weapons and ammunition, and diplomatic support. The main reasons for the low combat 

effectiveness of the army and for the defeat are attributed to the disunity of political elites, the 

subordination of state and national interests to group and party interests, the spread of 

propaganda leading to disintegration within the army, etc. 

Emotions and Moral-Psychological Problems Related to the 

War 

According to interviewees, the main emotion that the 44-Day War brought up was the fear of 

death. Obviously, fear is a typical phenomenon during war. The studies of military 

anthropology and psychology set out a number of mechanisms for overcoming fear. 

Existential and professional mechanisms for overcoming the fear of death are considered to 

be the most effective. Through an existential mechanism, ideas and values that help alleviate 

or minimize the feeling of fear are formed. Through the professional mechanism, the 

military's fighting capabilities are developed, which increases self-confidence and reduces 

fear. 

The fear factor was especially great in cases where existential and professional mechanisms 

were weak in the military. 

The immediacy and intensity of the feeling of death caused many soldiers to contemplate 

their own mortality, which is unnatural in youth, when death should seem far away. This 

experience of an existential crisis caused many people to change their attitude about life. 

Many say that they have come to love life more and to appreciate every moment of life. 

Attaching importance to life has affected the value perceptions of young people. Interviewees 

shared an awareness of prioritizing the human being as the main value. 

This change in values has affected perceptions of war and peace. In their stories, many 

interviewees mention the extreme importance of peace for themselves personally. The 

likelihood of war is seen as a new death threat directed specifically to their own lives. 

The war also affected notions of patriotism. In the recorded stories, there are often 

discussions of the contradictory manifestations of patriotism in word and deed. The meaning 

of patriotism migrated from abstract ideas to serving the statehood, in particular the 

strengthening, development, and improvement of people’s living conditions through the 

statehood. 

 

I thought that patriotism was listening to songs. Yes, I mean seriously, studying poems by 

heart, reading books to know what happened in your history, and constantly saying that you 

are always ready. For me, patriotism now is to not litter, for example. For me, patriotism is 

not talking about Syunik when you’re sitting in Yerevan. Once you've been to Syunik, then you 

can talk about it. For me, most of the time, it is not about talking big, but doing work. 

22-year-old female volunteer nurse 
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I came back, and I got married a month later. Then my friend got married. Our marriage was 

not about holding a big wedding; I don’t know what it was really… We have to stay here and 

make life attractive; people like us have to make it attractive. 

26-year-old male volunteer soldier 

 

Since they experienced the danger of death in the war and felt that all the responsibility for 

fighting has been left to their generation, many young people feel entitled to take 

responsibility for the future of the statehood. It is noteworthy that this awareness of 

responsibility is associated not with “toasting patriotism” but with a practical patriotism to 

treat the state with care and attention. In other words, the young generation who 

participated in the war is transitioning from an abstract form of patriotism to civic 

patriotism. 

Author: Aghasi Tadevosyan 
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